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Develop thinking skills  Applying the 

formula or equation immediately. 

Strategies 

Comprehending the problem first 

Understanding 

Select the most appropriate method 

Arrive at the correct solution.



Model Drawing

Branching Method

Repeated Identity

More on Ratio

Work Backwards

Speed 

Different types of Process Skills 



Instructions in solving word problem:

1. Read for information 

2. For every sentence, 

a) Circle the number, 

b) Underline the keyword

c) Draw the model

3. Decide on the operation 

4. Solve the problem

5. Check /Look back 



Model Drawing
Part-whole model

(Key words: total, altogether, sum, at first, remain…)

Comparison model

(Key words: difference, more than, less than, taller than…)



Whole = Part + Part

W    =    P +   P

P =    W   - P

P =    W   - P

Part-Whole model

Whole (total, altogether, sum, at first)

Part Part

Comparison model Label 1

Label 2

Total

Altogether

Sum 

At first

More/greater than

Less/fewer than

Difference



Example:

1. There were 3640 spectators at the stadium but 872 spectators 

left early. How many spectators remained?

2. There are 1365 boys in a school. 

There are 386 more boys than girls. How many children are 

there altogether?

Part-whole model

Comparison model



Model Drawing
Multiplication & division

(Key word group, each, total, altogether, unit, equally…)

eg

T



Example: 

1. There are 12 rows of cars. Each row has 36 cars.

How many cars are there altogether?

2. 19 pupils share 57 ballpoint pens equally. 

How many pens does each pupil get?



Branching Method

Related topic: Fraction, Ratio, Percentage

(Key words: of the remaining, the rest are shared equally…)



1

5
1

3David spent      of his money on food. He spent     of 

the remaining money on transport. 

a) What fraction of his money was left?

b) If David spent $8 on transport, how much did he 

have at first?



David spent         of his money on food. He spent         of

the remaining  money on transport. 

a) What fraction of his money was left?

b) If David spent $8 on transport, how much did he have at first?

1

5

1

3

1

5

4

5

1
1

3

2

3

(food)

(transport)

(left)

a) Fraction of his money left 
4

5
2

3
X =

8

15

Ans : a) 
8

15
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(food)

(transport)

(left)

b) Fraction of money spent on transport  
4

5
1

3
X =

4

15

4u  $8

1u  $2

The money he had at first:

15u  $2 X 15 = $30

Ans : a) 
8

15

b)  $30

David spent         of his money on food. He spent         of

the remaining  money on transport. 

a) What fraction of his money was left?

b) If David spent $8 on transport, how much did he have at first?

1

5

1

3



Repeated Identity
 Related topic: Area, Fraction, Ratio, Percentage

(Key words: as much as, shaded and unshaded area of 

overlapping figures, …)



Amy had      as much money as Betty. 

Betty had      as much as Cindy. 

If Amy had  $45 less than Cindy. 

Find the sum of money the three of them 

had.

1

2

3

4



Amy had      as much money as Betty. 

Betty had      as much as Cindy. 

If Amy had  $45 less than Cindy. 

Find the sum of money the three of them had.

1

2

3

4

A

1

3

B

2

3

6

C

4

8

Since Betty is repeated, her 

units has to be made the 

same by finding the 

common multiple of 2 & 3. 

Ratio A : B : C = 3 : 6 : 8

Difference between A & C is 5 units

5U  $45

1U  $9

Total number of units : 3 + 6 + 8 = 17

17U  $9 X 17 = $153 Ans: $153



The figure is made up of a rectangle and a square. 

The area of the square is      the area of the 

rectangle. Give that       of the square is shaded, 

what fraction of the figure is unshaded? 

(The figure is not drawn to scale)

1

3
1

5



More on Ratio

 Repeat identity

 Unchanged total - the total number of units before and after have to be 

made the same
(The ratio of stamps between Sam & Tom is 3 : 5. After Tom gave 15 stamps to Sam. The ratio becomes 

3 : 1. How many stamps did Sam have at first?)

 One change while the other unchanged – the number of units for the 

unchanged item have to be made the same
(The ratio of stamps between Sam & Tom is 4 : 5. After Tom gave away 21 stamps. The ratio 

becomes 3 : 2. How many stamps did Sam have at first?)



Working Backwards
 Key words: at first 



Mary baked some cookies in the morning. 

She put 44 in a bag and packed another 24 in a tin.

Then she shared the rest equally with 2 friends. 

She kept her share of 14 cookies in a jar. 

How many cookies did she bake in the morning?



Mary baked some cookies in the morning. 

She put 44 in a bag and packed another 24 in a tin.

Then she shared the rest equally with 2 friends. 

She kept her share of 14 cookies in a jar. 

How many cookies did she bake in the morning?

14

-44 -24 ÷3

+44 +24 x3

42
66

110

Ans: 110 cookies



Useful Maths websites

 http://www.coolmath.com/

 https://www.mathplayground.com/mathbars.html 

 https://toytheater.com/category/teacher-tools/

 https://sg.ixl.com/

http://www.coolmath.com/
https://www.mathplayground.com/mathbars.html
https://toytheater.com/category/teacher-tools/
https://sg.ixl.com/


Points to Note
Exam Duration

Duration Paper 1 Paper 2

P4 Not applicable 1 h 45 min

P5 Standard 1 h 1 h 30 min

P5 Foundation 1 h 1 h






